Go Behind the Sun
I am White Eagle.
The habit of humanity is to sacrifice what they CAN know for what they can see.
For what you can know is deep within you. It requires a certain peace, a certain
settlement of mind and heart to delve deeply within.
The temptation is to see without looking within and yet by looking within, you can
see and know all there is to see and know. For we are all One with the Universe
and every speck of cosmic dust within you carries the secrets of the Ages, of all
Creation. Do not blind yourself with the Sun but go behind the Sun to the
darkness within you and there you shall find the Eternal Sun that sparks a world of
Joy, that lights the world from within, that beams Eternal Truth to all who would
listen.
You say you cannot know the Truth and surely you can’t by just gazing at the stars
and watching the moon eclipse the Sun. Only so much can be known by gazing
outward. It is the inner experience that matters – that sees well beyond the stars
to the capacity of the Cosmos that is within the dust with which you are made.
Resonate with this! See more clearly the Truth within you. Walk into the setting
sun, knowing who you are without necessity of the beaming light from afar.
What you are is not a ball of fire. What you are is an almighty piece of the Cosmos
itself. The Creative Source springs forth within you. It imagines who you are and
there you are, fully imagined, completely whole, entirely One with the Universe.
I can imagine you and you can imagine me. We are all part of the Imagination of
the Creative Source. We are All One in the magnificent wholeness of all Creation.
All sentient Beings rejoice in that understanding.
So, too, you are here to rejoice in the true knowledge of who you are. That inner
understanding that resonates with All That Is. You cannot see by looking outward.
The Truth is within you.
Reveal Thyself! Make plain the Wisdom of the God within. Speak only of this. Let
the revelation come, for all will be revealed to those that dwell within. The Majesty
of All Being. The Beauty of All Creation. The Magnificence of who you are.
Walk with me, O Great One. Be at peace within. Deep within. And there, Rest
Your Soul.
May peace and peace and peace be everywhere and always with you.

I am White Eagle.
Bless you, my child, bless you. So be it. Amen.
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